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Who's Crazy? I I

C. Michael Nelson

LCN

CV Who's Crazy? originated When I was president of the Council for Children
ID with Behavioral Disorders. I gave it as the dinner address at the 1981 Arizona

CC) State University Conference on Severe Behavior Disorders of Children and
Youth. After that, I took Who's Crazy? to Austin, Texas, Louisville, Kentucky,

...1' an.d New York City. Overall'it had a good run, but in dusting it off, I.found it no
C\J longer fit the changes that have occurred in me or in the world. So it has been

changed in part. Since it no longer is the same presentation, I thought it fitting

W to.informally assign it a new title, which is Who's Crazy? II.
I also think it is fitting to present Who's Crazy? II at a conference on the

problems of adolescents with behavioral disorders. Adolescence-has been
characterized as a developmental period involving numerous transitions,
passages, and turbulence. Whether this is true for any given adolescent,'
can't say, but as the father of two such persons, I can testify it is truer this
parent. My children can run me through a gammit of emotions and lead me to
doubt myself in fundamental ways. And they are relatively "normal." HaVipg
worked with behaviorally disordered adolescents, I know how they can drain
a per'son of his/her personal resources and leave him/her totally confused
about what to do or even who she/he is.

From a scientific point of view, the logical place to begin is to operationally
define crazy. I intentionally ehose this term over the jargon preferred in our
profession, suck; as psychotic, emotionally disturbed, or behaviorally disor-
dered, because it more accurately conveys my impression thatouch labels
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are readily applied to anything or anybody we don't understand or with whom
we disagced The judgment that someone or something is crazy is relative and
situational. It depends upon who is doing the judging, the standards against
which they are judging, and the limits of the context in which the judgment is
applied. Therefore, I'mjgoing to ()Pt out of defining craziness at the outset, and
instead allow you to use your informal, private frame of reference to define
this term. As I go on perhaps we'll develop some concensus about what this
means. I certainly hope to let you knowing what / tikk craziness is.

So, who's crazy? The way I see it, there are severairCandidateS for the title.
You miget think of this as a multiple choice test. It is (a) children and yoirth
our traditional choice; (b) ourselves by which I mean teachers, teacher
trainers, and other professional caretakers; (c) The "system" which
includes schools, agencies of state and federal government, as well as profes-
sional organizations; (d) society itself; or (e) all of the above. I'd like to
examine each of these alternatives briefly.

- First, let's take children. The bad kid busin depends on the existence of
--. bad kids:AndThere appears to be no short . The supply of crazy childreri is
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in a constant state of renew 7I bcatffe of Such factors as an increasing bitth

rate, new drugs,.widely varying standards of behavior, and the like. As William

Rhodes (1967. 19Y0) has pointed out, it isconvenient to claim that craziness

resides in youth because they're the weakest, the least able to resist. being

labeled and intervened upon. Thequestion is, should we label and intervene?

The logicalanswer to this is; its our job. And a logical rejoindel is, should this

be our job,?.
As a person Working in a mental health related field, I see that our client

population represents persons who appear to exist on the fringes of some

social order.' In fact, everyone undoubtedly has experienced being on the

fringe of some group. It seems reasonable to propose that adolescents, in the

process of searching-out a place in the world, liveon the fringes of many
social groups. Their testing perhaps represents their way of learning about

the social order, of gaining entry to some groups and rejecting others. I think

this testing never stopS, and by that single criterion, we are all adolescents.

In any se, if children are our targets, the next question is, what are we
supposallito do with them? There seems to be a fair consensus that we should

change them. If that is true, what should we change them into? Should they

be like everybody.else, or different? If different, how do we keep them from

being called crazy any more? Instead of changing them, should we teach

them to cppe with i. and with the system4tflat daily impingk upon them? Or,

should we teach them to change us? Perhaps the best we can do is simply

reach them, and provide what support we can during their formative years.

My point is, the decision that children own the craziness we're speaking Of

doesn't solve our problem. Instead, it opens a Pandora's Box of problems and

conflict. What should we do with them, where should we send them, how do

we know whether we succeeded or failed with them? Our field is charadter-'

ized by diversity regarding these issues. My belief is that some Children are in

fact crazy. Some are driven crazy, and others, perhaps most, are made to look

crazy because it takes the Pressure off us.

Moving on to the next candidate, let's examine the agents of change

ourselves. To explore the question of personal craziness, I prepared a little

self-test, which I called Are You Crazy? Actually, since this is the second

edition of the test, I suppose I should call it Are You Crazy II? Please answer

covertly Clear your desks, and keep your eyes on your own mind.

The first question is, are you happy? Are you fulfilled by your personal life,

or by your career? Do you like the people with whom you live? Do they like

you? Do you do things that depress you? Things you don't understand? How

do you react or feel when people fail to do things you expect them to do? Do

you feel constantly angry or guilty .,ds someone? It has been my expe

rienceithat thesupreme test of our hums y lies in ouwability to form mutually

satisfactory relationships with other persons. Ranier Maria Rilke phrased this

challenge most beautifully:'

For one human being to love another, hat is perhaps the most difficult

of all our taNt, the ultimate, the last test and proof, the work for which

all other'work is but preparation.

4.dolit know about you, but in this area I still have much to learn. And I doubt

that I ever will get it exactly right. Let's face it. We are support systems for one

another. Yet we fltquently seem to insist that someone we love be wrong in

order for us to appear right. We take our frustrations, our vexations, ouranger

and guilt over daily events out on those we care for most. Well, i.do anyway.

But let's move on The next set of questions relates more to you as a
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professional. Who's interest are you' serving in the classroom? Your princi-
pal's? The parents? Yours? Or your students? Do you have objectives for yob
pupils? Whb developed' them? Are they appropriate? How do you know? Do
you evaluate and revise your objectives frequently? Do you teach, or do yOu
present information? Do you manage the classroom environment, or do you
just control behaVior? Hqw do you respond to your best pupil? To your
worst? Do you think IEPs are meaningless paperwork? Do you teach from
them? Do you talk about your students as people, or do you use terminology
which establishes them as "different!' and yourself as a holy cow?

Now, here are some for supervisors And teacher trainers.. Do you work .in
-,04..your office? Do our subordinates come to you, or do you go to theni? Do they

enjoy your company? Your professional advice? Do you care if your teachers
or trainees are competent? Are you afraid they might appear more competent',
than you? Are you more concerned with having no problems to deal with?
With getting published? Do you use the same techniques to train teachers
that you want them to use in the classroom? Do you 'lain them to use
techniques which have been empirically validated, or those which establistj
you as an gpteric specialist? Do you know what your teachers do in the
classroom? CID o you( care?.

Okay. Close jour test booklet, and make sure your name is on the upper
right hand corner. There is no standardized criterion for this test,

honestly.
sure

azwe'd all come off as a little bit crazy, if we answered these questions. onestly.
Its all right to be crazy; in fact, in our business. it even may be necessary.

4. Rhodes (1980) advocated that we celebrate deviance. Unfortunately, we're
top often defensive about our craziness, and fail to see how our needs
interfere withserving our children. It's easier to blame the pupils than to admit
our own shortcomings4

At this point, I wdulolike to label myself. I consider Myself a teacher. I am
identified with the profession of teaching. You can tell teachers by the way
they always want to show you something, Teachers are sho,w,offs. In the field
of special education, those Whto choose, or simply fall into, teaching pupils in
trou ble, want to show off their abilities to help other people. We all think we
have talent there. The truth is, some of us do 2nd some of us thirik we do. As
teachers, vfe can't afford to overlook the oby_ius fact that in the social realm,
we always will be leathers first anti teachers second. This is because the
social order, and all'of its ramifications, changes constantly. So the only role
that makes sense is that of a person who is open to new knowledge and new
infSrmation.

Let me turn now to the system: In this category, I'd just like to point ouf
some pliactices that are, in my opinion, crazy. First, let's examine special'
education as it typically is practiced in the schools. Special education services
are designed to be available only to children who have been given an official
label, and generally these services are confirfed to special places, away from
the mainstream. This separation' has created two distinct worlds, What Rey-
nolds and Birch (1977) call the "Two Bat Theory.... Special educators. use
special methods, talk in a special language, and fail to communicate with
regular educators, who live in that other separate box. Public Law 94-142
notwithstanding, we're failing to create tt4 kind of regular and special educa-
tion mix that ensures successful mainstreaming. But why should we? If
building administrators don't know our special technology or speak our
special language, they can't hold Us accountable. Of coursesneither can they
hold accountable regular educators who can't work vith', or refuse to work
with, our children, because they also lack our special skills. At one time, I
facetioisly suggested a slogan for CCBD: "Bad kids are good business." And
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so they are. As long as we reinforce regular educators for throwing in the
towel: for labeling and excluding special children, well have reasonably
secure jobs doing Just what we've doneAfor years, which is to keep the bad
pupils under control and out of the way

Much of what we do in theschools is dictated by policies within the federal-'
and state governinent, policies which never cease to amaze me.: For in,starke,
despite the mandate of P.L. 94-142 to move special education toward the
regular classrooyn de1lte the existence of a powerful and accountable
techvologylatleaching, and despite the evidence that a noncategorica1
training-based service delivery system can work, we continue to perpetuate
the practice of funding special education on the basis. of diagnosing and
labeling populations of children. Rraotitioners are,compelled to identify, test,
and label a certin number of children in order to receive.financial program-
matic support. This numbers game exists because special educatio
defined in terms of serving a fixed percentage of the School population. The
bureaucratic response to finding increased numb'ers of children. requiring
special help is to "harden the categories"; in other words, to make definitions
of special populations more restrictive, and thereby exclude more cryildren
from the services they need. For example: the government will fund special
education for no more than 12°/0.Pf the school population. The definition of
the severely emotionally disturbed is restricted to no more than 2% by federal
law This means that many children are deprived of Services until their prob--
lems reach a level of intensity sufficient to warrant inclusion in this 2%.

Furthermore, access -o special services is based on information gathered
from instruments. the reliability and validity of which have been questioned
for several years (e.g., Arter & Jenkins, 1979; Ysseldyke, 1973). Funds are
availableonly in proportion to the number of handicapped children identified
by these instrumerits.

As if this weren't enough, the federal government complicates the numbers
game by periodically recounting handicapped subpopulations and adjusting
its program and training support priorities on the basis or which( group
currently is getting more or less than its rightful share of the availablegoodies..
Over the past several years, these priorities have shifted from mild to severely
to multiply handicapped, from the emotionally distUrbed to the learning
disabled, and back to the emotionally disturbed: This keeps all of us on our
toes, trying not to get buried in the shifting sandseand scurrying to identify
eno.ugh members of the population in vogue to obtain money to support our
programs.

I suppose the real craziness here lies in my assumption that empiricism will
prevail over political realities. Changes in the social sciences 'probably are
influenced more by politics than by objective evidence. It is a bitter pill to .

swallow sometimes. Yet I think there may be some ways that science can
influence politics_ Several professional persons such as Dollar and Klinger
(1975),Repucci (1977), and Thorpe and Wetzel (1969) have applied scientific
principles to the study and alteration Of systems, with some successes and
some failures. The knowledge-they gained from theft experiences is invalua-
ble to anyone seeking to enter a sociopolitical organization such,as a school
district.

No doubt many of you think I'm overstating the case, and perhaps I am.
While I do believe the government is motivated by a sincere desire to meet the
needs of the handicapped, I fail to see that current policies are the best way.to
accomplish this goal.

The last, but certainly not the least, agent of the syStem which I'd like to
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examine for craziness is professional organizations. For what purposes do

. they exist? Ac rding ,to our, constitution, the purposes of CCBD are to

.., promote the ed ication and general welfare of children and youth with behav-
ioral disorder or seriousemotional disturbance, and to promote professional
growth and r search as a means to better understand the problems of these
Children. These sound pretty good to me. But what objectives do professional
organizationsserve in practice? Over a decade ago, Lilly (1970) observed that
the major concern of the member'ship of the Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, as expressed in the Delegate Assembly at the 1970 convention, was
more efficient and effective means of processing membership forms and
renewal notices. . .

My point here is that whatever the basis for establishing an organizaiion, its
purpose evolves into self perpetuation. Often this means acting ih ways
contrary to the original service goals of the organization.

The last area I proposed to examine is society. This task appeared so
awesome that I declined to attempt ft in the original Who's Crazy? However, I
have been sufficiently aroused by recent environmental atrocities to mention
a few indications that we live in a crazy world. For example, a national network
broadcast a feature which began with the announcement that "Tonight, we'll
visit an area that has beet)* infested with gre0 white sharks." When I heard
this, I imagined Manhattan Island teeming with sharks, somehow wriggling
Up Fifth Avenue to Central Park, devouring gpedestrians along the way.
Imagine my surprise when I learned that they meant the sharks were infesting
the ocean! How is it possible for a speci6s to infest its natural environment?
And where do we get the audacity tosuggest that we have more of a right to ,,

Hoe sea than one 9f its oldgt inhabitants? If any species can be aotused of
infesting their environment, it is Homo Sapien. Jacques Cousteau Once
estimated that ocean life has been depleted by 40% in the two score years he ,,h

has been exploring the depths. We read almost daily of oil spills and wildlife
kills, yet our relentless exploitations of natural resources continues to take

.. preceqence over the protectiOn of the other inhabitants of the earth.-A recent
BC comic strip proclaimed that man's ultimate goal is to protect all the
species he endangers.°That.may be cynical, but ,I wish it were true.

Do we need other exampl ? Consider hazardous air pollution, acid rain,
rivers that burn, toxic was strip mining, clear cutting, depletion of the

tel

ozone layer, and that most hideous crime of all, nuclear proliferation. What
right do we have to put ourselves above all things on the earth in the name of a
higher gross national product? I believe the ultimate international product
may be a planet devoid of life. But since that might not occur for several more
generations, we can nod our heads in agreement with the problem, and go
back to thinking about ourselves. The heroine of Tom Robbins' Another
Roadside Attraction gave us something else to think about when, in reply to ,

the question "What is your goal in life?",she said, "To !pie lightly on the earth."
All creatures of the planet are support systems for one another. Can we learn,

tpto live in harmony before it is too late?
Please excuse me if I have over:editorialized. I'll return to subject matt

closer to our field as I conclude. Well then, what does crazy mean? To me it
/

means we operate in ways contrary to our avowed goals and objective . In
other words, our behavior becomes self-defeating. This definition ap lies
whether we're talking about individuals or entire social systems. Obvio. sly I
th Al( craziness exists in all of the levels I've been describing. Yet, since:we're
bigger and stronger, because our institutions are more established (and even
stronger than us), wefocus our attention on the craziness we allege toreside
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in children and insist that the change'stoicur in them instead of ourselves. The
enemy. thereloreis us

Can we change things? I think we can, and in Someareas we have. What we
need is a new special education I advocate the training-based (node'
(1971) proposed over 10 years ago the major components of this model are
support services in the regular classrom, and training and support for
teachers and students experiencing.pcoblems, nbt just for children with
labels I also advocate new contingencies of reinforcement. these contingen-
cies include teacher certification and advancement baseon dembnstrated
competence arid achievement of child objectives, program funding based on
services. not numbers of children. special education services which are
provided to those in need, not just to thoseltho have been labeled. Such
reform requires supervisors who themselves are knowledgeable, a knowl-
edgeable ard..involved public. and application of our technology to the
systems that effect the education of all children and youth.

It can't be done.- you say. "It has been done," I say. Examples include
Vermont's Consulting Teacher Program (McKenzie. Egner, Perelman,
Schneider. & Garvin. 1970. Knight, 1978) which has been providing noncate-
gorical mainstream support services to childrien. in educatotial need for over

ears A newer example is Minnesota's 0.w Special Education Resource
Teat Delivery System piloted by Den...9,13nd Makin (1978). True, these
exajnples apply more to mainstreaming Nan to more restrictive special servi-
ces. but I think fundamental dbanges must occur which open, up special
education (or any treatment system) to. make it part of a whole continuum of
services to-f3Q2ple. rather than a closed box to which others react out of
ignorance and spicion. if not outright fear.

Anyway. a new special education is technicalW possible, as are new public
attitudes toward deviance andlental health** atment. Extending applica-
tions of these new approaches and beliefs thrqughout the country requires
that we carefully examine what we are doing,. drop some of our cherished
beliefs. and go td work on changing ourselveS and our systems If we fail to do
this. we are indeed crazy
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